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ABSTRACT: Comic books are very popular across the world due to the unique experience they provide for all of us in the
society without any age limitation. Because of this attraction, which comic books have received, it has proved that comic
literature will be able to survive in the twenty first century, even with the existence of multi-dimensional movie theatres as its
competitors. While the biggest global filmmakers are busy with making movies from comic books, many researchers have
been investigating their time on digitizing the comic stories as it is, expecting to create a new era in the comic world. But most
of them have focused only on one or few components of the story. This paper is based on a research which aims to give the full
experience of enjoying the comic books for everyone in the world despite of visual and literacy barriers people are having.
Proposed solution comes as a web application that translates input image of a comic story into a text format and delivers it
as an audio story to the user. The story will be created using extracted components such as characters, objects, speech text
and balloons and considering the association among them with the use of image processing and deep learning technologies.
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1. Introduction

Comic is a unique category of entertainment which was initially printed in papers. Later, with the development of the technology
combined with immense trend towards reading comic books have made it to the era of digital comic books where people have
started reading comics through digital devices, instead of reading traditional ones.

Even today, storytelling is used as one of the best methods on guiding and improving the minds of kids. Out of all the story
books, comic books have been playing a contrasting role in this field. But, one needs to have enough literacy to read and
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understand the association of dialogues and the images contained in these books in order to have the full experience of enjoying
comics. Therefore, some people, especially the children who do not have enough literacy level and those who are visually
impaired, have always been challenged and kept far away from obtaining this wonderful experience that they deserve. They had
to be guided by an external party like parents or a caretaker to make them understand these stories. But unfortunately today
everyone has become busy with their own work. Even caretakers might reject on storytelling repeatedly.

This paper is on the research that has been conducted on implementing a prototype by aiming to initiate with the process of
giving the opportunity to have this comic book experience by targeting an extended audience by providing a user friendly web
application to generate audio story and make it listen to the children through a guardian.

Going further, this research paper will provide information on related work which explains the current status of the related field,
procedure and the methodology that has been carried out in order to make this into existence, results and discussion on the work
done and the references which guided throughout this research process.

1.1. Proposed Solution
Throughout the literature survey conducted, it was discovered that many researches have been conducted related to this field
of digitising the comic books, but almost all of them were focused only on one or few components. Therefore as a solution for
this problem, this research bears the aim of implementing a prototype of a web application which could generate the audio story
corresponding to an image which will be uploading to this web site, which will make the delivery of storytelling task easier an
automated by just one click.

It took a lot of image understanding and processing works for the development and improvement of digitizing and automating
the manual experience of comic books for us.

Following figure depicts the high level architecture of the proposed solution:

Figure 1. High level diagram
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Following are the supported key areas in order to come up with the final prototype solution:

• Detection and identification of the comic characters and objects that exist within the scope.

• Speech text recognition and extraction from the segmented speech balloons.

• Speech balloon extraction and Story building through relationship analysis.

• Panel extraction and Text-to-speech conversion.

2. Related Work

A literature survey was conducted for this project to identify the existing work and solutions that have been used in the process
of creating an audio story out of the comic images. There the unavailability of a proper commercial product as a complete
solution for the proposed idea is observed. But most of the research has been done as separate concerns of extracting content
of a comic book. None of the existing applications have built to generate the story by combining this extracted information from
panels in a given comic book. Some of the researches which have conducted related to the comic story field are briefly explained
below.

2.1 Related Work in Product Level
2.1.1. Smart Teddy Bear A Vision-based Story Teller
Smart Teddy Bear is a research conducted as an audio book player concealed as a teddy bear equipped with visual recognition
capability [1]. When a page of a book of interest is opened before the smart teddy bear, the system automatically analyze the
images captured by the teddy bear’s camera and recognizes which book is interested and plays the corresponding audio story.
The proposed system is based on the Bag-Of-Words model in learning and recognizing visual object categories to identify the
book corresponding to a selected page. Then the corresponding audio story has been retrieved from a database.

2.1.2. Segmentation and Indexation of Complex Objects in Comic Book Images
This research was conducted on different approaches on comic books analysis. They had focused on three such approaches
which describe the image content. This research was only conducted on segmenting and indexing the comic images, but not on
examining the relationships between them [2].

2.1.3. Enhancing the Accessibility for All of Digital Comic Books
Main aim of this research was to implement a system to make it possible for mobile users, motor-impaired people, and low-
sighted people to access comic books [3]. So, a system has been improved in the aspect of providing more improved images in
a way that targeted category can see the contents in comic books clearly.

2.2. Related Work in Component Level
2.2.1. Panel Extraction
Panel contains a key moment of the comic story which is depicted through speech balloons, speech text, characters and other
story specific objects.

Panel extraction and ordering processes have been concerned in few researches based on X-Y recursive cut algorithm [4]. A
robust panel extraction method has been proposed to extract irregular panels but fails to separate panels joined by some
elements [5].

2.2.2. Comic Object and Character Recognitions
Comic characters and objects are important components that are needed to focus on when performing content enhancement of
comic books. Identification of comic characters is a challenging task because of the unlimited freedom of comic creators when
drawing the comic characters, and also they are not rich with a vast number of features as in real human and other characters [6].

Use of deep learning approaches along with machine learning techniques has become popular with the advancement of the
technologies [7]. Analyzing the bounding boxes of the detected comic characters had been used in the extraction of those
elements [7]. Convolutional Neural Networks is the latest technology which has been found as the most successful technique
in character and object recognition fields [8]. Although CNN performs good results with neuralistic images it does not provide
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the same performance with the comic book images [8].

Another approach had been used to identify the comic characters by using predefined colour thresholds for each character [9].
This approach can be useful in identification of characters with a specific costume where those dress codes possessed with a
particular colour combination.

2.2.3. Text Recognition
In the process of story building, dialogues of the characters have been identified through speech text recognition.

Several researches have been conducted to recognize and extract speech text using image processing algorithms but only few
researches have been done on identifying text fonts. In those researches adaptive thresholding, edge detection operators and
mathematical morphology technologies [10] had been used for text detection and K-nearest classifier [10] had been used for text
classification and fonts have been identified using a simple correlation- based method [11].

2.2.4. Balloon Segmentation and Speaker Association
Balloons contain most of the text and go pairwise with comic characters. Association between speech balloons and comic
characters involved in understanding the comic story. Literature survey was carried out to identify the existing solutions and
technologies in balloon segmentation and association determination.

Few work concerns balloon extraction and mainly closed speech balloons have been studied. Only few has been done on open
balloon extraction because of its partial outlines.

These researches are based on connected component detection approaches [12, 13, 14] and contour-based classification
methods [15]. Anchor point selection approach has been proposed to determine association [16].

2.2.5. Story Building
Story building has been done through Visual Captioning and Visual Storytelling. In past research concrete content of image
which is depicted through sentences are retrieved from visual captioning and summarize the idea and tell a story via visual
storytelling.

Novel Adversarial Reward Learning (AREL) algorithm is proposed to generate more human-like stories for a given image
sequences [17]. Reinforcement learning, and adversarial training approach is proposed in a sequence to sequence modelling
[18]. Novel Bidirectional Attention Recurrent Neural Networks framework is proposed for visual storytelling [19].

2.2.6. Text-to-speech
Text to speech conversion can be challenging in determining the real voice of comic characters.

Several researches have been done to convert text to speech and few are based on Microsoft Win32 Speech API (SAPI) [20].
Few researches have been done to identify the real voice of comic characters and those are based on Amazon Mechanical Turk
[21].

3. Methodology

There are three application components implemented in our proposed solution.

1. End User Application - Angular

2. Integration Service - Node.js

3. Image Processing Service - Python

As the name implies, the Angular application acts as the frontend component for application which is visible for the end user to
interact with. The Node.js service is the middle component which is listening to the requests made by the frontend and executes
the story building process using the Application Programming Interfaces(APIs) exposed by the Python service.
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As per the high level diagram, the logical layer consists of several sub-components which have been implemented and powered
by a Python flask service. Here are the main functionalities provided by this service.

3.1. Panel Extraction
When an image of a comic book, containing a set of story panels, is provided to this function, it will analyse the source and
output the panel images that the source image is created with. In this panel extraction process, component labelling (CCL)
algorithm and N erosions followed by N dilations performed on CCL, has been used to identify the panel shapes and cut the
connecting elements between the panels. Then, X-Y recursive cut algorithm has been used to extract the panels and get the
extracted panels as separate panels and order the panels by top-down and left-to-right approach.

3.2. Comic Characters and Objects Recognition
This is for Identifying comic objects and characters along with their coordinates once a panel is provided to the component.

In implementation point of view, initially data of both comic characters and objects were gathered for the preparation of data
sets. Two separate classifiers were implemented in python language to run sequentially and to work on recognising multiple
classes of comic characters and objects from the panel images. Once the targeted components are recognised, those compo-
nents were marked with the bounding boxes.

As the next step, locations of the recognised components have been extracted and passed along with recognised classes as the
input for the association analysis and story building sections.

3.3. Speech Text Recognition
Images of the extracted speech balloons were taken as the input for the text recognition process and subjected to go through the
Tesseract OCR model, which was identified as the best text recognition solution for this prototype. The recognized text will be
saved as a text file on the deployed environment for further processing of the application.

3.4. Speech Balloon Segmentation and Component Association
This will create the association of the characters, objects and text contents recognized in the previous steps. In order to achieve
that, it is necessary to get to know the association between the text and the characters who speak that particular dialogue. That
is where the balloon segmentation comes to the play.

A model based on a deep convolutional neural network has been used for balloon segmentation. In this algorithm speech
balloon detection is considered as a pixel-wise classification task and fully convolutional network approach has been used.
Since this approach lack in precision for a single panel in preparation of the dataset, images were preprocessed to fit into the
required image ratio of the model.

An algorithm has been proposed to retrieve the association link between speech balloon and speaker using anchor point
selection and euclidean distance techniques with the assumption of character positions have been extracted and comic charac-
ters and speech balloons are relatively close. These associations are used in the process of building the story.

3.5. Story Building
In Story building section story will be built through connecting relationships between contents within the panel. String
Manipulation has been used to combine the relationships of extracted character, objects and the speaker association and
generate sentences. Then the Sentences are combined to build the story. Built story will be delivered in text format as the output
of this section.

3.6. Text-to-speech
In this section Google Speech API has been used to convert text into audio. Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) has been used
to get the real voice of comic characters by data driven approach and using Naive Bayes classifier, the relationship between the
characters attributes and the voice has been modeled.

4. Results

Results gained throughout the flow of the implemented prototype have been briefed below. The flow initiates with the upload
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of comic image. Once the image is uploaded to the web application it goes through the panel segmentation process and
generates the segmented panels as separated images. Then from each of those images, desired comic characters, objects and
speech balloons will be recognized as the results of the subjected character recognition, object recognition and balloon
recognition deep learning models.

Figure 2. Resulted Product Flow

Identification of comic characters and objects has been carried out successfully and the accuracy up to 99% can be reached by
comparing with the generated inference graph when implementing the classifiers by training data. It is possible to happen
misrecognitions due to the difficulties faced when gathering datasets for both characters and objects (specially for the objects).
But in most cases, it is able to identify characters and objects accurately even with the challenges that were facing.

Output of the speech balloon extraction has also been another critical element of research which leads to the association of
characters and the dialogues. Isolation of speech balloons from the initial image is merged with the original image again and
provide the resulted image to the OCR component in order to extract the text of speech balloons from the given image.

As mentioned earlier, the text will be extracted from the output of balloon segmentation component, but not from the original
image. Therefore the accuracy of text recognition will depend on the quality of the output of balloon segmentation component.
The extracted text will be saved in a text file in order to provide for the next steps.

For a given input image (such as Figure 3), a story will be generated using the results of intermediate steps which are explained
above and will be displayed on the GUI as a plain text as shown in Fig. 4. Then the final result of this prototype will be delivered
as an audio story to the user by generating an audio file for the text output which was created at the end of story building phase.

5. Discussion

Proposed approach can recognise specific classes of comic characters and objects as planned in the scope. Actions, speech
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Figure 3. Input Image - in Panel Form

Figure 4. Input Image - in Page Form

Figure 5. User Interface with Final Result Generated to the Input Image in panel form
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Figure 6. Close up Image of Generated Text Story

Figure 7. User Interface with Final Result Generated to the Input Image in page form

Figure 8. Close up Image of Generated Text Story

tones and emotions of the comic characters are not taken into account.

While the dialogues which are boarded by the speech balloons are considered for the story, the graphical text which often used
to convey emotions are not considered within our scope. The speech text recognition is only guaranteed for the font styles
which has a fair equality to a clear font styles such as Arial, Times New Roman and Calibri.
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Out of the different scenarios with the placement of speech balloons, tail and speaker within a panel, unique scenario of all the
content included in a single panel, speech text is inside speech balloons, speech balloons are nearby their speakers and related
speakers and speech balloons are within the same place is chosen for this work.

Although speaker voice feeding has been taken into consideration, it is limited to only a few characters when building the audio
story within our scope.

5.1. Future Improvements
For the future improvements recognition of speech tone and emotions of the characters, Extending speech balloon extraction to
extraction of balloons with partial contours and Extending character and object recognition models to identify more classes can
be taken into consideration.

Since the recognition of selected characters and objects was able to do with a successful rate, successful recognition for rest of
the objects and characters by training the algorithm with proper expanded data sets can be assumed safely. Text recognition also
will be able to recognize for font styles with the increased data sets and text to speech component can be expanded with more
comic voices with the expanded audio training streams of more comic characters.

6. Conclusion

There are two main problems that trying to address by the prototype proposed by this novelty. Providing the comic experience
to children/adults who have literacy level issues, and helping busy parents to narrate stories to their children are those main
problems which have tried to solve here.

The proposed web application solution is composed with content extraction processes of an uploaded image and the integra-
tion of the relationships between those contents to build a storyline and deliver it as an audio story to the audience. Through
that, it was possible to address the above mentioned problems and to let the targeted audience to hear the generated audio and
to have the new experience of digitised comic books.

It is possible to scale up the scope of Snap & Hear project and consider the scenarios mentioned above in the discussion to the
analysis parts to give a better experience to the end user by integrating those missing inputs to the story as well.
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